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Quantum and nonlocal coherent effects in Boltzmann gases
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Northwestern University, Department ofPhysics and Astronomy, 2145 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60208
{Received 11 October 1988)
Quantum coherent phenomena in Boltzmann gases are studied on the basis of the generalized
Waldmann-Snider kinetic equation. The equation takes into account the effects of quantum identity
of particles. The conditions are formulated for the propagation of different collective modes in
gases of particles with arbitrary internal degrees of freedom. Collective coherent effects are macro-
scopic manifestations of the molecular field for the transverse {off-diagonal) elements of particle dis-
tribution in a "polarized" system {a system with a nonuniform population of internal energy levels
in an unperturbed state). The simplest results are obtained for particles with equidistant internal-
energy levels exploiting the analogy with spin-polarized quantum gases. The accurate study of non-
local interaction terms permits one to compare classical-kinetic and Fermi-liquid approaches to ki-
netic phenomena in dilute gases, and shows the limitations of both approaches. In the case of col-
lective modes, more accurate schemes of derivation of the kinetic equation must be accompanied by
the simultaneous calculations of nonlocal contributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum peculiarities in the properties of gases with a
classic Boltzmann distribution function may be caused by
different effects. The simplest ones are due to the compli-
cated structure of the internal energy spectrum of parti-
cles (e.g. , large molecules) and to the necessity of quan-
tum calculations of two-particle scattering amplitudes
and cross sections. In many cases such as transport phe-
nomena the rest of the calculations are performed classi-
cally. Moreover, it is often assumed that, between the
collisions, particles remain in pure quantum iriternal
states, and all the kinetic phenomena in principle may be
described using the classical Boltzmann kinetic equation
for some multicomponent system where the roles of
different components are played by particles in different
pure internal states (the so-called Wang Chang and
Uhlenbeck approach' ). This set of equations may be
solved on the basis of well-developed techniques like
Chapman-Enskog or Grad expansions. Such an ap-
proach gives perfect results for dilute Boltzmann gases if
the interaction is diagonal in internal states, and we are
interested in the processes (like thermal conductivity or
viscosity) averaged over internal states of particles.
More intriguing are the quantum effects associated not
with quantum peculiarities of cross sections, but with
symmetry properties of wave functions, quantum identity
of particles, and noncommutativity of difFerent single-
particle or two-particle operators. Such effects may be
exhibited if the operator of two-particle interaction
and/or the nonequilibrium single-particle density matrix
are nondiagonal in single-particle internal states (the
equilibrium density matrix is diagonalized simultaneously
with the Hamiltonian). Such off'-diagonal components of
the single-particle density matrix describe oscillations of
the particle between the corresponding internal states.
Macroscopically these single-particle oscillations some-
times may be exposed in the form of small oscillation
contributions to the basically diffusive propagation of
some macroscopic variables or even in the form of some
specific collective modes, providing that the correspond-
ing internal energy levels are degenerate or nearly degen-
erate so that the transitions between them are not accom-
panied by a very large energy emission and absorption.
Apart from that, the macroscopic manifestations of
single-particle oscillations demand the sufFicient coher-
ence of the interaction. The molecular field is caused by
the coherent part of the interaction which must be ob-
servable on the background of the mainly noncoherent
dephasing interaction responsible for the dissipation and
suppression of the macroscopic consequences of single-
particle oscillations. In the usual pictures of dilute
Boltzmann gases the particles are absolutely independent
between the collisions, and the collisions are supposed to
be completely dephasing ones, so that none of the
coherent effects may survive. It is not always true.
It is well known that the molecular field is mainly
linear in the interaction (linear in the scattering ampli-
tude), while the collision integral responsible for the dissi-
pation (being proportional to the scattering probabilities)
is quadratic in scattering amplitude. Therefore, the
coherent manifestations of the molecular field may be no-
ticeable when the interaction effects may be described by
some sort of expansion in the (small) scattering ampli-
tude). One example of mean-field coherent oscillations is
represented by plasma oscillations when the plasma is
considered as collisionless because of the rapid decrease
of the Coulomb scattering amplitude with the increase of
particle velocities (temperature).
The other example is represented by the so-called
"quantum gases" —gases of particles with the thermal de
Broglie wavelengths which are comparable with or even
larger than the scattering amplitude (atomic dimension).
As the most striking manifestation of strong coherent
collective phenomena in such gases one may mention the
propagation of spin waves in spin-polarized low-
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temperature hydrogen or helium gases with Boltzmann
distribution functions.
However, the observation of macroscopic coherent
phenomena in Boltzmann gases vitally depends not only
on the relative value of the molecular field, but also on
the type and spectrum of single-particle operators. For
example, if the internal states of particles are classified by
nuclear-spin variables exclusively, the corresponding phe-
nomena have already been studied rather thoroughly (see,
e.g., reviews and references therein).
One of the main aims of this paper is to specify the
necessary conditions on the single-particle variables
which would allow one to expect appearance of some
macroscopic collective quantum effects in Boltzmann
gases.
Usually the quantum effects in the kinetics of gases of
particles with an arbitrary spectrum of internal states are
described on the basis of Waldmann-Snider kinetic equa-
tion (see review' and references therein). However, the
standard Waldmann-Snider kinetic equation cannot be
used for our purposes —it does not take into account the
quantum identity of particles, and thus omits all manifes-
tations of different "exchange" effects, which are vitally
important (as we will see below) for the existence of
coherent collective modes. This shortcoming of the stan-
dard form of the Waldmann-Snider kinetic equation is to
some extent responsible for the considerable suspicion en-
countered by the theoretical predictions of the possibility
of spin-wave propagation in spin-polarized Boltzmann
gases.
Below, the quantum identity of particles will be taken
into account explicitly. This clarifies the general class of
quantum collective phenomena represented in the partic-
ular case of spin-polarized gases by the spin-wave propa-
gation.
There are two general approaches to the description of
dilute Boltzmann gases. The first one is a purely classical
kinetic approach on the basis of some sort of Boltzmann
kinetic equation. The second one is more heuristic and is
based on a theory of the Fermi-liquid type. The latter ap-
proach to dilute Boltzmann gases is quite reasonable,
since in these gases all the interaction effects are quadra-
tic in distribution functions f(p) and may be described
by the term P(p, p')f(p)f(p'). The only remaining
operation is to relate the interaction function P(p, p ) (the
analog of the Fermi-liquid function) to the two-particle
scattering amplitude. Such a concept of "statistical
quasip'articles" gives excellent results (see, e.g. , Ref. 3)
reproducing, for example, thermodynamic virial correc-
tions sometimes more easily than the classical kinetic ap-
proach. In kinetics both approaches also give very simi-
lar results. This may be illustrated by the example of
spin-wave propagation in quantum gases studied by
means of both Fermi-liquid-like theory ' and the clas-
sical kinetic approach of Ref. 7.
However, the more detailed analysis reveals some
minor but still disturbing discrepancies in the forms of
the kinetic equations assumed by these two approaches.
The discrepancies occur mainly in the zero-sound-like
terms which quite naturally appear in the Landau type of
kinetic equation, but are absent in the Boltzmann one.
The study of nonlocal interaction effects undertaken
below gives one the clear understanding of the interrela-
tions between the different approaches and indicates the
precise limitations for both of them. Besides, the study of
the nonlocal gradient terms is absolutely necessary since
we are dealing mainly with the k spectrum of collective
modes.
The paper has the following structure. In Sec. II we
reexamine the Waldmann-Snider kinetic equation for
identical particles. The conditions of appearance of mac-
roscopic coherent quantum oscillations are studied in
Sec. III for Boltzmann gases of particles with arbitrary
internal structure. The nonlocal gradient correctioris and
the corresponding limitations of different approaches are
dealt with in Sec. IV. The main results are brieAy dis-
cussed in the Summary (Sec. V).
II. KINETIC EQUATION
As a rule, all kinetic phenomena in dilute Boltzmann
gases of particles with arbitrary internal degrees of free-
dom are discussed using the so-called Waldmann-Snider
kinetic equation'
B,f+(i/A)[H, f]=(2') R f dp, f dp'[f t(g', g)f( p')f(p', ) 5(E)f'(g, g')
—f(p)f(p, )~ (g, g')5(E)~(g', g)]—(i/2n)[~(g, g),f(p)f(pi)] . ,
(2.1)
where f is the Wigner distribution function (f is still a
matrix in the space of internal states, T is the scattering T
matrix, g=p, —p, [, ] is the commutator of the
corresponding operators, 8 is the single-particle Hamil-
tonian, and 5(E) reilects the energy conservation for col-
lisions. Above, in contrast to the standard form of the
Waldmann-Snider kinetic equation, we had already used
the optical theorem
f't —f'=2~if' 5(E —H', ')T, (2.2)
where 8 '' is the Hamiltonian for two noninteracting
particles.
We are interested in the collective quantum effects
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which are caused by the molecular field. The molecular
field contains all terms linear in T (and some of the quad-
ratic terms) in the kinetic equation. The linear terms
may possess any sign in contrast to dissipative terms
(which are always quadratic in T and have the fixed sign).
Such linear terms lead to some dissipationless oscillation
effects masked by dissipative-diffusion motion, and, in
some exceptional cases, even to the possibility of propa-
gation of low-damped collective waves. It is evident, that
the considerable molecular field (the last term in figure
brackets) may be expected according to Eq. (2.1) only if
the T matrix does not commute with the single-particle
signer distribution functions. Therefore the molecular
field in Eq. (2.1) vanishes if the interaction does not de-
pend on the single-particle internal states, and the T ma-
trix has a form
Tp" =t6p6" . (2.3)
Here each of the indices denotes the whole set of indices
characterizing the internal states of particles. Such an in-
teraction corresponds to the conservation law for popula-
tions of internal states, and is a purely "exchange" one in
the sense of internal states. For real molecules the ap-
proximation (2.3) is rather good when one assumes as
interna1 all atomic and molecular states except for some
electronic terms responsible for the interaction.
The absence of the molecular field in the standard
Waldmann-Snider kinetic Eq. (2.1) in the case of the "ex-
change" interaction (2.3) obviously contradicts, e.g., the
well-known data ' on kinetics of spin-polarized gases
for which the molecular field is extremely important and
leads to the existence of the spin waves in the case of an
exchange (in the sense of nuclear-spin states) interaction.
The above example clearly demonstrates that Eq. (2.1)
does not take into account all quantum effects and must
be modified. The main shortcoming of the usual deriva-
tions of the Waldmann-Snider kinetic equation (2.1) is
caused by not taking into account the effects of quantum
identity of particles (some results for identical particles
had already been obtained in Ref. 8).
Below we briefIy outline the scheme of derivation of
the kinetic equation for identical particles, and study the
results of quantum identity of particles. In principle, the
analogous kinetic equation had been derived by Lhuillier
and Laloe, but only for the local exchange interaction of
particles with nuclear spins (without any other internal
degrees of freedom. Some qualitative remarks on
coherent modes in gases of particles with internal degrees
of freedom has been given in Ref. 9.). Our equation will
be free of these limitations.
There exist many ways to derive the kinetic equation
with different degrees of accuracy, and an incredibly
large amount of papers describing different subtle effects
caused by, e.g. , various decoupling procedures for corre-
lation functions or by slightly different concepts of molec-
ular chaos. That is why for the sake of clarity we will
deliberately restrict ourselves and assume the simplest
and the roughest scheme of derivation of kinetic equa-
tion. It will cost us lack of accuracy, especially in Sec.
IV, but most of the results will have a very transparent
form. Afterwards it will be possible to get more accurate
results applying some of the well-known and complicated
derivation procedures.
The first two equations of the Bogoliubov-Born-
Green-Kirkwood- Yvon (BBGKY) hierarchy for one- and
two-particle density matrices have the form
~( ')
I f10 p]2 L &2p&p+Tr3L &23 p&23
(2.4)
where L are the Liouville operators, and the interaction
is taken into account only in L "operators. If instead of
a more accurate decoupling procedure one simply
neglects the three-particle term, then
p, 2( t) =exp[ iH, 2 ( t—to ) /A—]p,2(to )
X exp[iH, 2( t to )/iaaf]—, (2.5)
where H, 2 is the two-particle Hamiltonian.
At this point it is always assumed that before the col-
lision (to~ —~ ) there are no correlations, and the two-
particle density matrix may be factorized
P,2(to)=Pi(to)P2(to) . (2 6)
However, Eq. (2.6) holds only for nonidentical particles.
Since the two-particle wave function for identical nonin-
teracting particles has the form
qyat3 ( 1 )1/2(qaq/3+qaqP)
the two-particle density matrix must be factorized as
p —p p +p p (2.7)
instead of (2.6). Here the indices a, I3, p, and v character-
ize both the internal states and spatial coordinates or mo-
menta of particles. In other respects the derivation prac-
tically does not deviate from the standard ones. One has
to go to the limit t0 —+ —0C, to use the molecular chaos
hypothesis and to introduce the T matrix by the equation
f'= V+ VC T, (2.8)
where f'is the two-particle interaction operator, and the
free two-particle propagator C = (E H', 2'+i 0) ' is-
determined by the Hamiltonian of noninteracting parti-
cles H &2 =H]z —V, As a result, the kinetic equation for
a single-particle density matrix p& takes the form
B,pii+(i/iri)[H, P]ti=(t'/iii)( —T "p~p„+p "T+tI„" T "peak T+„sG+g+G—"Tjfp„sT+g), (2.9)
where H is the single-particle Hamiltonian (without the interaction), and the density matrix pti" must be factorized ac-
cording to Eq. (2.7). If one uses the factorization (2.6) instead of (2.7), then Eq. (2.9) reduces to the usual Waldmann-
Snider kinetic equation (2.1).
Equations (2.9) and (2.7) are rather cumbersome. Since this paper's only interest is the mean-field effects and not the
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dissipative terms, we will follow only terms linear in f' which contribute to the mean field exclusively (though the
molecular field certainly also contains the contributions quadratic in f' which become very important in the case of
strong interaction).
Equations (2.9) and (2.7) give the kinetic equation for the gas of identical particles with internal degrees of freedom.
At first let us separate the spatial and internal degrees of freedom. Assuming the momentum conservation in the
infinite homogeneous space we get
~(p P 'Pl Pl) ~(g g+(P+Pl P Pl)
where g=pi —p is the momentum of relative motion, g'=p', —p'. It is convenient to consider Eq. (2.9) in the momen-
tum representation. Then this equation may be written as
c},p&(p, p")+(i/fi)[A', p]&(p, p")
=( /&) f dpidp'[ —T;".(p+pi —2p pi p)[i p(p p )pgp+pi p pi)+g(p pi)pp(p+pi p p')]
+[py(p p )p (pi pi p+p )+p (p pi p+p )py(pi p»+pPpi p pi 2p'+p")]]+
(2.10)
where the indices denote now only the internal variables, and . stands for the terms quadratic in f' (it is worth re-
peating that the lack of explicit expressions of quadratic terms do not imply that these terms are necessarily small and
may be neglected).
In the next step one has to introduce Wigner distribution functions f(r, p) which are still matrices in the space of
internal variables:
f&(r, p) =(2mb') ' f dq exp( —iqr/iri)p&(p, p —q),
p&(p, p —q) =f drexp(iqr/A')f &(r, p) .
As a result, Eq. (2.10) reduces to
(2.1 1)
8,f+(i/R)[8, f ]=;i/fi)(2M)
X f dp, dq'dq"dr'dr"exp[(ihit')(q'r'+q"r")]
X[—f(g+q", g —q")f(r+r', p —q")f(r+r",p, )+ f'( —g —q', g —q')f(r+r', p, )f(r+r",p —q')
+f(r+r', p)f (r+r",p, )f'+(g+q'+q", g+q' —q")
+f(r+r', p)f (r+r",p, )f'+(g+q'+q", —g —q'+q")]+ . (2.12)
where the indices for f and f operators must be written exactly in the same way as in Eq. (2.10).
Usually one is interested only in slightly inhomogeneous situations such as transport problems or a propagation of
long-wave oscillations. Then it is worth introducing the gradient expansion in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12) using
the relation
f dr'dqexp(iqr'/fi)f(r+r', q)P(q)=(2M) jf (r, q)P(q)+i%'(3/Bq;)[P(q)(B/Br, )f(r, q)]
(R /2)—(B /Bq;Bq )[P(q)(B /Br;Br„)f (r, q)]+ (2.13)
In ordinary transport calculations it is enough to use only the first term in the expression (2.13). Such a kinetic equa-
tion does not take into account any nonlocal eFects in the interaction and assumes the form
B,f+(i /A')[8, f ]&=(i/iil)(2m%')3 f dp, [ —T "„(g,g)f~&(r, p)f„(r,p, )+ T~"( —g, g)f ~(r, p, )f&(r, p)
+f (r, p)f" (r, pi)[T+r (g g)+T+tii'(g g)]] + (2.14)
Equation (2.14) must replace the Waldmann-Snider kinetic equation (2.1) in the case of identical particles.
If the interaction does not depend on internal states of colliding particles, then the T operator corresponds to an "ex-
change" interaction (2.3), and Eq. (2.14) may be simplified:
B,f +ti(i/A')[P, f]$=(i/fi)(2M)3 f dp, [2fti(p)f„"(p, )to+2f„(~p)fp(p )it +i[f( p), f(p, )])t(—g, g)J+ (2.15)2to=t (g, g) t(g, g), —2t, =t (g, —g) —t( —g, g) .
Not all the terms in Eq. (2.15) are really linear in f', according to the optical theorem (2.2) all the terms on the rhs of
Eq. (2.15) except the one with the commutator are in reality quadratic in T. Therefore, the terms linear in T in the col-
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lision operator in kinetic equation (2.15) may always be rearranged as
B,f t)+(i/i)i)[H, f ]p=(ihrt)(2M)' f dp, [f(p), f(p, )]t)t, +. . .
2t2=+t( —g, g)+t+(g, —g) . (2.16)
When indices a, P, . . . correspond only to the nuclear-
spin states, the kinetic equation (2.16) is equal to the
Lhuillier-Laloe kinetic equation. Equation (2.12)—(2.14)
generalize the results of Ref. 7 to the cases of nonlocal
and/or nonexchange interaction and to the cases of parti-
cles with arbitrary internal degrees of freedom.
III. QUANTUM OSCILLATIONS AND DIFFUSION
OF PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER
INTERNAL STATES: COLLECTIVE MODES
In this section we will study only the systems with local
interaction (2.14). Since there are no zero-sound terms in
the kinetic equation for the isotropic gas systems with lo-
cal interaction (2.14), all inhomogeneities and perturba-
tions of internal-state populations propagate in the
diffusive manner with a quadratic spectrum cu~k . If
one adopts a classic or semiclassic approach (such as the
Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck approach') for the particles
in pure (diagonal) states, then such processes are de-
scribed by macroscopic equations
d, N = D'"p(3 Nt)—!dr;drk (3.1)
It is natural to assume that the particles in equilibrium
occupy pure internal states and that the equilibrium dis-
tribution f ( )t) is diagonal in internal indices
in the corresponding macroscopic densities, while the
matrix of diffusion coefficients D & is positive definite.
Certainly, only quadratic combinations T+ T with a fixed
sign may contribute to D. The linear in T terms (which
have no fixed sign) are neglected within semiclassical ap-
proaches. These terms are responsible for some oscilla-
tions accompanying diffusive motion, and make contribu-
tions to the imaginary parts of the diffusion coeKcients.
Below we are only interested in such contributions.
Note, that the collective oscillation effects appear only
for macroscopic quantities which correspond to nondiag-
onal (in internal indices) components of the density ma-
trix. Generally speaking, the kinetic equation decouples,
in the case of an "exchange" interaction (2.3), into two
separate subsystems for diagonal and off-diagonal com-
ponents of the single-particle distribution. The interac-
tion terms in the kinetic equation (2.12) in f& contain, in
the case of an "exchange" interaction, the distribution
functions only in the form
Afttf)„'+BfP')ti, (3.2)
where the integral operators A and B do not depend on
internal variables and are free of corresponding indices.
Being linearized in small deviations f"~$ from the equi-
librium f ' )$ the expression (3.2) reduces to
g (f(1)af(0)P+f (0)af (1)P)+g(f (i)a (0)rP+ j(0)ay(1)P)P p P p P yJ P
(3.3)
If' )t)=f' )5&. As a result, Eq. (3.3) takes the form
( g $P+ 2g )f(0)f(1)a+ gf (0)oaf (1))J.P p p p (3.4)
meaning that the equation in diagonal components of the
distribution f"'t3 (a=P) contains only diagonal com-
ponents off '", and the equation in f"' (a&P) contains
only the off-diagonal components off" .
Therefore, the subsystems of kinetic equations for diag-
onal and nondiagonal components of distribution f ")
decouple from each other completely. Following the usu-
al notations for spin-polarized systems, it is possible to
call the equation for diagonal components off "' the lon-
gitudinal kinetic equation and call the equation for non-
diagonal components —the transverse kinetic equation
(in the case of spin-polarized systems the terms longitudi-
nal and transverse mean the dynamics of longitudinal and
transverse components of magnetization, respectively).
The complete decoupling of longitudinal and trans-
verse equations makes it possible for "exchange" systems
to obtain the very accurate longitudinal kinetic results on
the basis of the semiclassical Wang Chang and Uhlen-
beck approach' briefiy described above (providing the ac-
curate symmetrization procedures for the collision opera-
tor are applied). Certainly, all molecular field effects
[linear in the T terms of Eq. (2.12)] disappear from the
longitudinal kinetic equation for exchange systems (2.3)
with local interaction (2.15); all the commutators in inter-
nal variables vanish (in this case all the operators are di-
agonal in internal indices), and the only nonvanishing
commutators in (2.12) are associated with spatial deriva-
tives, i.e., with nonlocal (gradient) interaction terms. As
a result, the longitudinal kinetic equation in the macro-
scopic limit reduces to the ordinary diffusion equation
(3.1).
Some of the important oscillation effects [the commu-
tator in Eq. (2.16)] disappear from the standard
Waldmann-Snider kinetic equation (2.1) for nonidentical
particles. It is easily illustrated for internal-spin vari-
ables: Eq. (2.1) describes only the diffusive and dissipa-
tive behavior of spin perturbations' (spin relaxation),
while taking into account the quantum identity of parti-
cles [the nonzero commutator in the right-hand side of
Eq. (2.16)] leads in many cases even to the possibility of
propagation of low-damped spin waves. '
Let us analyze the simplest examples of quantum oscil-
lation effects on Boltzmann gases with an "exchange" in-
teraction (2.3) independent of internal single-particle
states. Since the interaction parameters depend mainly
on the electron terms and not on, say, vibrational, rota-
tional, or spin nuclear states, such an "exchange" ap-
proximation (2.3) seems quite reasonable.
Generally we are interested in damped oscillations with
the quadratic spectrum co ~ k, where cu is the frequency
and k is the wave vector of the oscillations. Therefore,
one has to apply the nonlocal kinetic equation (2.12) with
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the gradient terms up to the second order in expansion
(2.13). However, in this section only the local equation
(2.16) will be used, mainly for the sake of clarity. The
nonlocal contributions will be analyzed in the next sec-
tion.
If there are Z single-particle internal states (including
degenerate ones), all single-particle operators are Z XZ
matrices. In many cases the effective number Z may be
decreased considerably using symmetry arguments, dis-
cussing the perturbations of different symmetries sepa-
rately, exploiting the possible large differences in energy
or frequency gaps for different modes, and averaging over
insignificant internal variables.
It is convenient to introduce some matrix basis in the
space of internal variables, i.e., in the space of matrices
ZXZ. One may choose as basis Z diagonal matrices
lo, =L,'(s =0, 1, . . . , Z —1) and Z -Z nondiagonal ma-
trices l„=L'+L,' (t =1,2, . . . , Z —1; s =0, 1, . . . , Z
t —1),—where the operators L„E+=f„+iL are the
matrices of the components of the angular momentum
operator E, L =(Z —1)/2.
All single jiarticle operators A may be expanded over
the basis set I;,
3 = A p= A;I;p= A;I;,
while the products and the commutators of basis opera-
tors can be represented as
l ij =a;,klk, [l, , l ]=b; klk, b; k=a; k —a,.k = —b,k,
(3.5)
using the well-known commutation relations for the an-
gular momentum operators.
Certainly, the equilibrium (undisturbed) Wigner distri-
bution function f ' '& and single-particle Hamiltonian
may be considered as diagonal in internal states
P=(p /2M)loo+h, lo„ f ' =(2rriri) n/ /(p)lo, ,
f=f ' '+v;l, , v;= n'—'P;/T, (3.7)
where T is the temperature. [For diagonal matrix ele-
ments the definition of n ' in (3.7) is the same as in (3.6);
for the off-diagonal elements the corresponding n' ' is to
be defined as (n&n„)' .]
Usually the single-particle internal spectrum consists
of different groups of internal states clearly separated ei-
ther by large gaps or symmetry conservation laws. If one
is interested in perturbations with the symmetry inherent
to one of these groups then it is possible to eliminate all
other internal states by taking the corresponding traces,
thus decreasing the effective dimensionality Z.
With the help of Eq. (3.5)—(3.7) the linearized kinetic
equation (2.16) reduces to
(3.6)
where the functions n,' ' are the trivial linear combina-
tions of an equilibrium (Boltzmann) distribution function
of particles in pure internal states nz. The disturbed dis-
tribution function f can contain all Z operators l;:
[(& kv)Ik; Qki +Ok']v'ik+Pk lk I dp v '(p 2 i k(v')lk (3.8)
with the notations
II "'=II'„", =(i/ i)ibr,
,„h, ,
II "=Q'k', .'(p) =( I /fi)b jk I dp, nj '(pi)t2,
pk pk'(p) (& /~)bj knj (p)'
(3.9)
I
components of the distribution in the (linear in 1) inter-
nal molecular field given by the coherent part of the in-
teraction.
Multiplying Eq. (3.8) by all basis matrices l; and calcu-
lating the corresponding traces one arrives at
[(co—kv)I —0' '+0 "]v+PI dp, t2v(p, )= if'(v),—
(3.10)
(v =p/M is the velocity of particles), while the operator
f', being composed by all terms linearized in v and quad-
ratic in f' in the kinetic equation, is a matrix in the in-
dices (i, k) and an integral operator in momenta space.
The operator f' contains some of the contributions to the
molecular field (quadratic in 1), and all of the dissipative
diffusion and relaxation terms.
The above frequencies (3.9) have the following physical
meaning. The frequencies O';I, ' are determined by the dis-
tances h; between the single-particle internal levels
(without the interaction), and characterize the gaps in the
single-particle oscillation spectra for the off-diagonal
components of the distribution. The frequencies fL"
determine the oscillation frequencies for the off-diagonal
(~I —n' ')N —l;J;=0,
N=(2rrfi) I dpv; J;=(2mB)I dpu;v . (3.1 1)
where the vector v has the components v; (3.7). The ex-
act solution of Eq. (3.10) is nearly always impossible due
to the complicated structure of the integral operators in-
volved.
Let us determine the long-wave oscillation spectrum
and the macroscopic equations of motions corres onding
to Eq. (3.10). Since the operator structure of in Eq.
(2.3) reflects some conservation law for the internal states
(an exchange" interaction in the sense of internal states),
the integrations of Eq. (3.10) over momenta eliminates all
the terms related to the interaction
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f dp 0 "v+ f dp)e f dp, tzv(p, )
=(b Jk+bkj. )f dpdp, t, n,'"(p)v„(p, )=0 . (3.12)
According to Eq. (3, 11) the eigen spectrum co(o) at
k =0 is determined solely by the gaps in the internal
spectrum of single-particle noninteracting Hamiltonian
In principle, Eq. (3.11) is quite obvious from the begin-
ning: It is the simplest macroscopic conservation law for
the off'-diagonal densities N [for the internal-states con-
serving interaction (2.3)] relating their changes to the cor-
responding currents J;. However, it is important that the
interaction terms in the right-hand and left-hand sides of
Eq. (3.10) vanish separately throughout the momenta in-
tegration since for tz(g) =tz( —g)
"quantum" gases when the T matrix elements do not de-
pend on the particles momenta due to the large wave-
lengths of particles. More often, one has to use a varia-
tional approach (see, e.g., Ref. 7), neglecting higher-order
angular harmonics of the functions ())) (3.7):
y —y(o)+p y()) (3.15)
(3.16)
and the averaged internal frequency Q" was introduced
as
where the components p( '"' of the vectors p' '"' are
supposed to be constants. Then the second macroscopic
equation takes the form
(coI 0' '—+0" ir —')J —(T/M)k N=O,
Det[[co,' 'I —0' '[]=0 . (3.13) f dpdp) 1%MT
In order to evaluate the spectrum at k&0 it is neces-
sary to derive another macroscopic equation relating the
currents J to the gradients of densities v. It seems hardly
possible in a general form, to simplify the problem one
may assume the following natural parametrization of the
operator f':





2 f dp, n„"'(p)1(2m %')
(3.17)
(3.14)
thus introducing the matrix of inverse relaxation times
'. Since the parametrization (3.14) reffects only the re-
laxation contributions to f', the quadratic-in-T contribu-
tions to the molecular field either have to be added to the
"internal" frequencies 0"Eq. (3.9) or neglected.
The second macroscopic equation appears after multi-
plication of Eq. (3.10) by the velocity v,. and integration
over momenta. Unfortunately, this equation together
with Eq. (3.11) form a closed system of equations in only
a few cases. One such case corresponds to the so-called
I
(there is no summation over k), while the angular har-
monics of the function tz(g) are equal to
tz(g)=g tz (P P) )P„(cosy), cosy=PP, /PP (3.18)
P„being the Legendre polynomials. Besides, in deriving
(3.16) we have exploited the fact that the mean velocity of
particles of a Boltzmann gas is determined solely by the
temperature and does not depend on their internal states.
The dispersion relation is obtained from Eqs. (3.11) and
(3.16):
Det~~(coI —0' )+0" ir ')(coI 0—' ') —k (T/—M)I))=0 . (3.19)
Since at k =0 the eigen frequencies co,' ' are given by Eq. (3.13), the small corrections co,"' to co( ' are, according to Eq.
(3.19), quadratic in k in the long-wave limit: co,'"=k ( T/M)A, , ', where A,, is determined by the equations
Det~~[I+(co,' 'I fl ' '+0" ir ') —'(co,' 'I—O, ' ' —X,I)]k (T/M—)+A,, (co,' 'I 0' ')~~ =0— (3.20)
(there is no summation over s). The order of magnitude
of parameters 1,, is ~A,, ~ —~0" i /~~. —
The perturbations are long-wave or "hydrodynamic"
ones if
l~"'/(&" —i /r)~, k( T/M)'" /~n" —i/r~ «1. (3.21)
%'hen the molecular field is strong enough 0, "~)&1,the
problem is a hydrodynamic one practically for all values
of co~. Note, that for strong molecular fields Q"r»1,
the dissipation beyond the long-wave limit (3.21) is dom-
inated by Landau damping related to the imaginary parts






—im L p 5 m —kv+0" dp .L (p)dp
~
—av+n['~
The macroscopic equation of motion associated with




+ik ~ik ~k ( T/M)~k Br
using the appropriate choice of the basis in the space of
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matrices involved [there is no summation over index k in
Eq. (3.22)l.
The dynamics of macroscopic "densities" N is a corn-
bination of three types of coupled processes: the "fast"
oscillations with frequencies 0' ' in the "external" field h,
Eq. (3.6) and (3.9), and coupled oscillation-diffusion prop-
agation of spatial perturbations with diffusion matrix
B=(T/M)r and "internal" frequencies Q". Since the
internal molecular field is 0"~t2 and the relaxation
times are 1/r ~ t, the condition of the propagation of
low-damped collective modes 0"~&&1 is reduced to the
inequality
iM T' « 1,
while in the opposite limit 0 "~&& 1, the strong collision
damping prevents the propagation of collective modes,
and the perturbations propagate in the diffusive regime
(3.1).
The problem becomes quite simple when we are in-
terested in perturbations with some specific symmetry
(3.7) so that the corresponding equation of motion decou-
ples from the rest of equations (3.10), and the macroscop-
ic equations (3.11) and (3.16) are not matrix but scalar
ones. Such is the case of internal-spin variables when one
is interested in the perturbations of the magnetic moment
M only in the form M +iM . In such cases one deals
only with scalar frequencies Q' ' and 0"and relaxation
times ~. Then the solutions of one-dimensional Eqs.
(3.13}and (3.20) have the trivial form
(3.23)
and the macroscopic equation of motion (3.21) obtains
the Leggett's form"
8=(p /2M)loo+hoio, ,
f ' '=(2~fr) no(p)[lao+(ho/T)lo) ] . (3.25)
In this case the equation of motion for the perturbations
of the symmetry 6f =w(p)(L„+iL~) decouples com-
pletely from the rest of the system (3.10), and the results
obtain the simplest form (3.23) and (3.24). Such perturba-
tions propagate in the same manner as spin waves in
spin-polarized gases. Note, that this simplification al-
ways takes place in the case of a gas of two-level parti-
cles.
[(co,'"+co,' ')I Q' '+Q"—ir '—]J —(T/M)k N=O .
Symmetry considerations within the variational approach
(3.15), given by
IV. NONLOCAL AND GRADIENT CONTRIBUTIONS:
FERMI-LIQUID ANALOGY
The gradient expansion (2.13) for the kinetic equation
(2.12) makes it possible to take into account the nonlocal-
ity of the interaction. In practice such an expansion is
equivalent to the expansion of the integrand in the right-
hand side of Eq. (2.12) in small q. Since we are interested
in the corrections to the spectrum Eq. (3.20) co"'cc k and
to the diffusionlike equations (3.1) and (3.22), it seems
necessary to provide this expansion up to the second-
order gradients, i.e., up to the terms of the order q .
Without gradient corrections, the system of Eqs. (3.11)
and (3.16) we are interested in has the form
[(~I"+~,"'}I Q"']N—k.J.=—0,
(4.1)
[iB, Q'+o(D/r)(Q—" i/r) —'(8 /Br )]%=0,
(3.24)
D =(T/M)r .
v, =(n '/N ')(Iti;+ J;p/T),
X,"'=I n,'"d p/(2. ~X)', (4.2)
Such a simplification always take place when one is
dealing with a gas of particles with equidistant energy
levels. Then the single-particle Hamiltonian and equilib-
rium (unperturbed) density matrix (3.6) have the form
[current and density are given by Eqs. (3.11)], demon-
strate that the gradient and nonlocal corrections may
lead, in the frame of the "exchange" interaction (2.3),
only to the following changes of Eqs. (4.1}:
[(co,'"+co,' ')I —Q' ']N —(I+ A, )k J —k A3(T/M)N=O,
[(co', '+co,'")I Q' '+Q I' i—r ']J —(T—/M)(I+ A2)k N=O, (4.3)
while the corrections different from matrices A, z 3 result only in the higher-order (in k) terms in the collective-mode
spectrum.
Now the spectrum co,"'=k ( T/M) A,, ' takes the rather cumbersome form
Det~~A, , (co,' 'I —Q' ')+k (T/M)II+(I+A, )(co', 'I Q' '+Q" ir '—)—




In order to simplify over complicated general formulas one may restrict oneself to the "exchange" approximation
(2.3). Then the expression in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12) may be rewritten as
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—t(g+q", g —q")[f&(r+r', p —q") f—$(r+r', p)]f"„(r+r",p, )
+ t ( —g —q', g —q')f„(r+r',p, )[f~&(r+r",p —q') —f&&(r+r",p)]+fthm
(r+r', p)f"„(r+r",p, )[t+(g+q'+q", g+q' —q") t (—g+q", g —q")]
+ t ( —g —q', g —q')f „(r+r',p, )f~&(r+r", p)
+t+(g+q" +q', —g+q" —q')f„(r+r', p)f~&(r+r", p, ) . (4 5)
As a result, the terms linear in gradients, in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12) take the following form in accordance with
Eq. (2.13):
—(2~art) f dp, t(g, g) f&(r, p)Vf„"(r,p, )+t( —g, g)Vf„(r, p, ) f~&(r, p)
+fj3(r, p)Vf&~(r, p) t (g, g)+Vf„(r,p)f~&(r, p, ) tt(g, —g)
+ft'i(r, p)Vf„"(r,p, )[tq~(g+q, g —q) —t (g+q, g —q)]
+f„(r,p)Vf ~&(r, pi )tq(g+q, —g+q) —Vf ~(r, p, }t ( —g —q, g —q) +
where we have introduced the notation
(4.6)
t, = t(q)~„Bq (4.7)
Note that there are two completely different types of terms in Eq. (4.6). One of these types corresponds to the zero-
sound contributions (see below) which were taken into account by the Fermi-liquid-like approach ' and were certain-
ly absent within the local classical approach. The second type of term (terms tq) is rather anomalous: In principle, the
two-particle T matrix t (g', g) is we11-defined on the mass surface ~g~ = ~g'~, which corresponds to the energy conserva-
tion throughout the collisions; however, the derivatives 8/Bq in Eq. (4.6) include the derivatives over the normal to the
mass surface and the corresponding imaginary off'-shell contributions.
The terms linear in gradients (4.6) may be easily incorporated into the kinetic equation (3.10) using the expansion of
the operators f over the system of operators l;, (3.5)—(3.7). As a result, there appear additional terms in the left-hand
side of Eq. (3.10)






(o ~ (o) (o)R:Rk' C'5'k nj t3+a jk nj 't2 nj''(p)(ajkt (g+q, —g+q)+a jktq( —g+q, g+q)
(4.8)
2t3=t (g, g)+t(g, g),
where we have again used the optical theorem (2.2) and have not presented the terms quadratic in t
The matrix A, is obtained by momentum integration of Eq. (4.8) using the variational approach (4.2):
3, —= A, k;=(9TN," ') '(2m') f dpdp, (c;5jk cJ5;k)t—3"+a~ik(3pieo ppiK)mT
+a jk(3Pi~o Ppi~i) " (pi)"j (4.9)
where the angular harmonics t3"', 8„,8„ for the functions t3, +t ( —g+q, g+q)=g8(p, p, ), and +t (g+q, —g
+q) =g8 are introduced in the same way as in Eq. (3.18).
The matrix A z is evaluated multiplying Eq. (4.8) by p/M with consequent momentum integration:
A~= gzk, . =(9N, 'o'T) '(2M) f dpdp, n '(p, }nj '(p)
2
X ' 3ci5 pt3 cj 5ikt3 ++ijp 312(o) » (&) (o) & ~ (&)
+PP1( ~laj~k +~la jk ) 3P (aj~k ~o+aij k~'o) (4.10)
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The second-order gradient terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12) in accordance with Eqs. (2.13) and (4.5) take the
form
—(iR/2)(2M)' f dp, a 8—t(g, g) f$(r, p)+2tq (g+q, g —q) ft3(r, p) f„"(r,p, )
+ f {,p ) t( —g, g) fp( p) —2t, {—g —qg —q) fI(r p)
ar, ark P '1 ' ap, apk . P ' q ' Bpk P
B2 B2
+ fI(r, p)f„"(r,pi) t'{g,g)+ fP{r p)fI(r pi) t'{g —g)
82




f„"{rpi)tq. q (g+q g+q)
a2
+ f (r, p, )f~&(r, p)tq ( —g+q, g+q) (4.11)
=p t (q)/Qq, . Qqk (q~0). The terms in Eq. (4.11) give the following contribution linear in t to the left-handqtqk
side of Eq. (3.10):
A'k k&[S &v(p)+ f dpi' &v(pi)],
S.~—=Sk, .~= f dp, n'. '{p, )[c 5;kB t /Bg Bg~+a;,kB t2/Bg Bg~], (4.12)
=Rk; &=c—;5 k[ t38 n' —'IBp dp&+Zt (g+q, g —q)Bn' 'IBp&]
+a;Jk[+t28 n,' '/Bp Bp&+2tq ( —g+q, g+q)Bnj' '/Bp~]
+a,„n' '(p)t (g+q, —g+q)+a Jkn, ' '(p)t q ( —g+q, g+q) .
The matrix A 3 is obtained by the momentum integrations of Eq. (4.12):
~3—= ~3k
= —(M/9N, ' 'T)(2M)
X f dpdpi((1/MT)(cj5;k c;5~k)[(3p /—MT —9)t3 ' —(2c;5~k/MT)(ppirti —3p qo)
+(2a; k/MT)(pp&8, —3p Oo)]
+a; I, Iso+3[(p +p, )/MT]@o —(2pp, /MT)4
+ a; k t go+ 3[(P +P, ) /MT]+o (2PP, /MT) 4", I }n —'(P, )n,' '( P ), (4.13)
with the notations
+tq q (g+q, —g+q)=(g g~/MT)+O'„P„(cosy)+5 pg Q„P„(cosy),
t (g+q, g —q)+t (g —q, g+q)=2gg r)„P„(cosy) .
Matrices A (4.9), (4.10), and (4.13) provide one with nonlocal corrections to the spectrum (4.4) and to the correspond-
ing diffusion equation. For dilute Boltzmann gas these corrections have the order of magnitude
fiQ "/T-(aoN)(A/ao) -(To/T)aoN'~ (4.14)
where A is the de Broglie wavelength of particles, To is the degeneracy temperature, and ao is the scattering length.
Certainly in most of the dilute Boltzmann gases such corrections are small. However, these corrections are of the same
order of magnitude as the corrections provided by more accurate derivations of the kinetic equation (2.12) and decou-
pling of correlations (for example, as the density corrections to the internal frequency 0 ' '). As a result, both types of
corrections must be taken into account simultaneously.
Due to the smallness of nonlocal corrections, the spectrum (4.4) may be rewritten as
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Det~~k, (co,' 'I 0—' ')+k (T/M)[I+(~,' 'I 0—' '+0" —i ') '(co,' 'I O—' ' —A,,l)
(4.15)
Let us brieAy discuss the limits of applicability of the
Fermi-liquid-like approach to the phenomena in ques-
tion. Such an approach was used beginning from the first
papers on spin waves in spin-polarized Boltzmann gases
(see also Ref. 2), and it provided one with the correct
spectrum of spin waves which coincided with the spec-
trum of spin waves obtained by the classical kinetic ap-
proach analogous to that represented above.
It has been known for a rather long time (see Ref. 3
and references therein), that an approach of the Fermi-
liquid type (the so-called concept of "statistical quasipar-
ticles") allows one to obtain the virial coefficient of a
Boltzmann gas and all corresponding thermodynamic
contributions. Moreover, it was shown, that inclusion in
the Harniltonian of the Fermi-liquid term
15Hp = dp, Fg'(p, p, )f„(p,),(2miii) (4.16)
with the accurately symmetrized Fermi-liquid function F,
made it possible to obtain the correct spectrum of spin
waves in spin-polarized quantum ao/A &&1 gases for all
temperatures from the Boltzmann region down to the de-
generate one, on the basis of the kinetic equation for the
Wigner distribution function,
8,f+(i/A)[H+5H, f ]= —I (f ) (4.17)
nonlocal correction to the Hamiltonian,
5H =5E/5pP =(F "+F& +F "+F" )p
and the corresponding nonlocal corrections to the kinetic
equation (here indices correspond not only to the internal
indices, but also to the space or momenta states). Such a
( —f' is the collision operator). Within this approach one
needs only to neglect the insignificant gradient (zero-
sound) term and use adequate relations between F and T
in order to see that the kinetic equation (4.17) reduces to
(2.16).
The real question is to what extent Eqs. (4.16) and
(4.17) give the "exact" kinetic equation and the collective
mode spectrum with nonlocal corrections (4.6) and (4.11).
The direct application of Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) provides
one ' ' with some nonlocal terms (zero-sound terms) of
the type of two first terms in the brackets in Eq (4.6);.
these terms are certainly absent in a purely local ap-
proach. The approach on the basis of Eqs. (4.16) and
(4.17), contains enough signs of nonlocality to provide a
possibility of a fit to thermodynamic data, ' but cannot be
considered as a consistent nonlocal approach.
In order to obtain accurate gradient corrections within
the Fermi-liquid approach one needs to use the nonlocal
expressions for the energy
—FAP( P v+ P v)
kinetic equation with nonlocal Fermi-liquid interaction
has the same form as Eq. (2.12), and makes it possible to
relate the nonlocal Fermi-liquid interaction for gases with
the elements of T matrix and their derivatives. In the
same way it is desirable to determine relations between
the nonlocal Fermi-liquid interaction in dense Fermi-
liquids [which may be introduced with the help of addi-
tional phenomenological f function (Ref. 13)] with an ex-
act vertex.
V. SUMMARY
The main problem studied above is a propagation of
collective modes in Boltzmann gases of particles with ar-
bitrary internal degrees of freedom. This problem has
two quite different aspects. The first concerns the relative
strength of coherent and noncoherent interactions. In
other words, it is a question of damping of collective
modes. This question was not considered above, but still
it is necessary to make some concluding remarks. Unfor-
tunately, in most of the cases the damping (imaginary
part of the frequency) is of the same order as, or even
more important than, the molecular field (real part of the
frequency) which prevents the observation of collective
effects. From this point of view the possibility of obser-
vation of collective oscillation is restricted either to some
specific cases of strong molecular field and/or low damp-
ing (such as the case of plasma waves, when one deals
with strong long-range Coulomb interaction and small
scattering cross sections) or to a general case of "quan-
tum gases" A/ao ~ l. The last regime corresponds to the
low-temperature gases. For most particles that means
also the extremely low density of a gas, and the conse-
quent diKculties for experiment.
There is also one additional dissipation mechanism
very important for Boltzmann gases —Landau damping.
Usually in Boltzmann gases Landau damping prevents
the propagation of collective nonhydrodynamic modes
with linear spectrum, but in the above case of collective
modes with quadratic spectrum co ~ k the Landau damp-
ing becomes important only beyond the k region (see
Ref. 2).
The second aspect of the problem in question concerns
the mere existence of collective effects. This question was
studied above in detail, and now it is possible to formu-
late the general conditions for the appearance of collec-
tive effects in gases.
(1) The coherent oscillations are caused by the ex-
istence of molecular field and the corresponding internal
frequency 0". At the same time, the nonzero internal
frequency 0" provides the k type of spectrum thus
making the Landau damping insignificant.
(2) In the gases with the "exchange" interaction (in-
teraction independent of internal states of colliding parti-
cles) the appearance of a nonzero internal frequency 0"
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is provided only by a nonzero value of the linearized
commutator [f(p),f(p&)] of single-particle distributions
which are matrices in internal states. Since the commu-
tator of diagonal matrices is equal to zero, and the equi-
librium density matrix is diagonal in internal states, this
commutator has a nonzero value only for off-diagonal
(transverse) perturbations of distributions.
(3) Moreover, this commutator being linearized in
small perturbations is nonzero only if the equilibrium dis-
tribution is not reduced to the unitary matrix in internal
states. This means that equilibrium populations of inter-
nal states must be different from each other, or, in other
words, the equilibrium state must be "polarized" in the
sense of internal states. This "polarization" may be pro-
vided either by temperature factor (in the case of nonde-
generate internal levels; such a "polarization" is a truly
equilibrium one), or by some external source, e.g., by
some sort of pumping. In the latter case such an artificial
nonequilibrium "polarization" of unperturbed state is
conserved if the interaction is an exchange one, and the
collective effects may be observed. The "internal" fre-
quency 0"is proportional to the "polarization. "
(4) The simplest situation corresponds to equidistant
internal energy levels. Then, if the populations of succes-
sive levels differ by the same constant there always exists
a branch of the collective mode spectrum exactly the
same as for spin waves in spin-polarized gases. For equi-
librium polarization that is temperature ensured this con-
dition is met if the separation between equidistant levels
is much smaller than the temperature as in (3.25). Cer-
tainly all the types of gases of two-level particles always
correspond to this case.
(5) The damping of coherent collective modes in
Boltzmann gases of particles with internal structure is
due mainly to the usual collision relaxation responsible
for diffusion (the di6'erence between "longitudinal" and
"transverse" diffusion relaxation times is not very im-
portant for Boltzmann gases'"). The damping may be
small at low temperatures and jor small scattering ampli-
tudes.
(6) The internal energy levels must be very well
resolved and possess very small imaginary parts (natural
widths) in order to make the observation of rather weak
collective effects possible.
Apart from the above conditions, in this paper we have
also expressed the collective-mode spectrum (its real
part) via the elements of the scattering T matrix. The
very important point is that more accurate and sophisti-
cated schemes of derivation of the kinetic equation, e.g.,
involving the density corrections to internal frequency0" (such a scheme has been recently developed in Ref.
15), must be accompanied by simultaneous evaluation of
nonlocal and gradient terms thus involving zero-sound
and off-shell contributions. The results clearly demon-
strate how nonlocal terms become more and more impor-
tant with increasing density. These results also demon-
strate the shortcomings of both classical kinetic and usual
Fermi-liquid approaches to transverse oscillations.
The above results provide one with the symmetry con-
ditions for the observation of collective effects in classical
Boltzmann gases of particles with arbitrary internal de-
grees of freedom. Still there is an additional question of
how to observe these "transverse" oscillations in different
particular cases. In some cases the experimental methods
seem to be obvious —for example, in the cases of low-
temperature gases of molecules with rotational levels
(e.g., low-temperature ortho-H2) the observations may be
done by the usual magnetic methods. In other cases the
experimental techniques of excitation and detection of
collective oscillations corresponding to the collectivized
transitions between internal energy levels are not so obvi-
ous (for example, for an ortho-para conversion wave in
hydrogen gas, or for a wave corresponding to transiti. ons
between bending states of linear molecules).
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